The word space in this paper will refer to Hausdorff spaces. I have recently been asked the following questions. 1 (by the topology class of R. H. Bing). Is there a regular, sequentially compact space in which some nested sequence of continua intersect in a disconnected set? 2 (by E. Michael). Is there a normal, sequentially compact but not compact, space having a separable, metric, locally compact, dense subset?
Examples showing that the answer to both questions is yes, modulo the continuum hypothesis, are easily constructed using a technique I have often used before. The technique, described in §1, is perhaps more interesting than the particular examples which are given in §11. §111 gives a variation of the technique and raises some questions.
I. This technique is useful in the construction of pathological spaces having nice dense subsets.
Let P be the wedge in the plane consisting of all points (x, y) such that O^x^l and 0¿y¿x; let P = P-{(0, 0)}.
Let F he the set of all continuous real valued functions whose domain is the set of all positive numbers less than or equal to 1 and whose graph lies in T.
There is a natural partial ordering of the terms of F: if / and g belong to F, define/<g if and only if there is a positive number e such that, for all x<e,f(x) <g(x). Observation 1. If A and B are countable subsets of F and every term of A is <every term of B, then there is a term f of F suchthat every term of A is <f and fis< every term of B.
Observation 1 assures us of many kinds of uncountable totally ordered by < subsets of F. And "the technique" is the replacement of the point (0, 0) of R by some uncountable totally ordered by < subset of F which has whatever property is desired. The set T preserves its simple plane topology and the subset of F has the interval topology inducted by < ; but the neighborhoods of terms of F reach into T by wedge shaped open sets of some e length along the graphs of each term of F in the neighborhood.
One may also add some Dedekind completion to the subset of F in the space. In either case the space is easy to visualize.
II. In order to give some special examples of the technique, let us define a and z as the terms of F whose graphs are the intersection of T and the lines y = 0 and y = x, respectively. Observation 2. If A is a countable, totally ordered by < subset of F to which a and z belong, and E is any subset of T having (0, 0) in its closure, then there is a term f of F whose graph intersects E in infinitely many points such that (A W {/}) is totally ordered by <.
Using Observation 2 and the obvious transfinite induction one arrives at Observation 3. Observation 3. If the hypothesis of the continuum is true, there is a totally ordered by < subset G of F such that, if E is any subset of T having (0, 0) in its closure, then there is a term of G whose graph intersects E in infinitely many points.
Define G as in Observation 3; clearly G is a maximal totally ordered by < subset of F to which a and z belong. Define Q as the set of all subsets A of G such that every term of A is < every term of (G-A) and there is no last term of A or first of (G -A).
Let S = GyJQ. The ordering < of G can be extended to 5: if A and B belong to Q, define A <B if A EB, and, if A belongs to Q and g to G, define g <A if gEA and A <g if g^A. The space resulting from using the induced topology defined by < on 5 is compact and connected.
For each positive number e and each two terms f<g of F, define
Uf0t to be the subset U of (TVJS) such that:
(1) UC\S is the set of all terms of S between / and g in <, and The space So is normal, connected, and compact, and, even though the space is far from metric, it seems almost too nice to be useful. Modifications however will answer the questions mentioned at the beginning. However we need the following. (1) Xa is a proper subset of Xa+i and Xá+1 is a proper subset of Xa', (2) X = \jallaXa^{\aiiaX:,and (3) if a is a limit ordinal, then Xa=0ß<aXß and Xá =Xs<af\X¿.
The sets 9C and 9C' of all Xa and X"', respectively, will be used in example 2; let S and S' denote the set of all terms of S which precede and follow X, respectively, in <. Example 1. Let Si=S0-{x}.
Then Si is regular, connected, sequentially compact, and locally compact, although no longer compact or normal since there are no disjoint open sets containing the mutually separated continua S and §>' of Si. And, since SUS' is the intersection of the nested sequence of continua {sUS'UC"} where, for each positive integer », Cn is the intersection of T and the circle plus its interior in the plane having radius 1/w and center (0, 0), Si answers question 1. Observe that no normal, sequentially compact topological space has a nested sequence of continua whose intersection is not connected.
Let M' be the set of all U such that either (1) U belongs to M and (c7Pi(9CU9C')) =0, or (2) there are terms V and V of M such that VC\X' = 0 and F'n9C = 0 and, for each countable ordinal a, Xa belongs to V if and only if X¿ belongs to V, and 77=(FUF') -{X}.
Example 2. Let NVJM' be a neighborhood basis for the space S2
whose points are the elements of PU (5-({XJUac)). The only difference between the spaces Si and S2 is that, for each a, the points Xa and X'a are identified in S2 and hence there are no two noncompact disjoint closed subsets of S2. Therefore, S2 is normal, sequentially compact, and locally compact, but not compact, and the simple plane triangle without one vertex, T, is dense in ~Z2; which answers question 2.
The virtue of this technique as illustrated by the examples is that while the properties desired and the spaces described sound messy, the spaces are easily seen geometrically.
III. One pertinent fact is that we use the continuity of the terms of F in precisely two ways :
(1) the number of elements of F is power of the continuum, and (2) each Ufgi is an open subset of T and our spaces are thus regular. From this one can see that we can vary our technique by taking our nice dense set to be a countable discrete set rather than a connected planar set. For instance, define T as the set of all points (1/w, \/m) in the plane where n and m are integers and n^m^2n; and define F as the set of all real valued functions whose domain is the set of all reciprocals of positive integers and whose graphs lie in T. The resulting space S2 would be normal, sequentially and locally compact, but not compact, and the set T is countable, discrete, and dense in S2.
I would also like to raise two questions concerning maximal totally ordered by < sets similar to G.
Observe that, if the hypothesis of the continuum is true, any two maximal totally ordered by < subsets of F are order isomorphic. However I do not know the answer to the following:
If the hypothesis of the continuum is not true, are there maximal totally ordered by < subsets of F of different cardinality?
Similarly, suppose one leaves the word "continuous" out of the definition of F; then the cardinality of F is greater than that of the continuum. One can still make Observations 1 and 2, but I cannot say much more. I would even like to know the answer to the following:
// the word "continuous" is deleted from the definition of F, is there a totally ordered by < subset of F of cardinality greater than that of the continuum?
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